
 



ABOUT US
The many admirers of Switzerland have now a new 
tool to discover the beauty and tourist resources 
of the Swiss Confederation:  

www.SvizzerAmo.it 
www.SvizzerAmo.ch

SvizzerAmo is an online magazine in a blog-like 
format created and designed in Milan (Italy) 
by two professional journalists, Veronica Addazio 
and Graziano Capponago del Monte. 

http://www.svizzeramo.it/


 Grüezi,  

I'm Svizzy!

SvizzerAmo mascot is Svizzy, 
a small St. Bernard dog puppet
much-loved by readers, which 
often pops up here and there in 
front of the pictures of our 
travel reportages . 



THE ADVANTAGES OF THE NICHE 
SvizzerAmo addresses an Italian target audience 
who loves Switzerland and is the only magazine in 
Italy that exclusively covers the latest news and 
information on tourist markets and attractions across 
Switzerland. 

It offers photogalleries and in-depth features 
exploring special areas of interest beyond the usual 
clichés about Switzerland chocolate, boxcutters 
traditions and banks. 



MEDIA PARTNERS
SvizzerAmo is also a radio format 
broadcast by Radio Fiume Ticino in 
Locarno to Canton Ticino and the 
border areas (35'000 
listeners/day) also available via 
Internet. 

Our blogzine is inserted in the circuit of 
travel bloggers through suitable 
associations and synergies with the 
dynamic web world from the web portal 
www.theitalystyle.com 
to it.paperblog.com. 



SVIZZERAMO SOCIAL
Our blog magazine is characterized by a social soul, and as 
such it has both a capillary presence and an high level of 
engagement on the social networks . 

2'696 follower 

629 igramers

3'110 Like 

177 follower

http://www.svizzeramo.it/


A SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT EXAMPLE



ANALYTICS! 

* Google Analytics 

FIRST 4 MONTHS  2017 - UNIQUE VISITORS*

6'212

Gennaio
7'357

Febbraio

6'464 
Marzo

10'679
Aprile

http://www.svizzeramo.it/


PRESS REVIEW 



WHAT CAN WE DO TOGETHER? 

SvizzerAmo addresses an audience of Italian speaking 
travelers willing to learn more about Switzerland and in 
need of information / tips to organize their trip. 

Our target audience is medium-high: families with 
children, outdoor and slow tourism, art and culture lovers. 
In few words, an already selected public. 

We are creating a Community of People sharing the 
passion for Switzerland and impressively interested in
visiting this destination. 



CREATIVE COMMUNICATIONS 

Advertorial: Publication fee for articles on an 
agreed topic using our text and images. The articles 
will be promoted on our social channels to target 
and reach out a more specific a broader audience. 
E.g. www.svizzeramo.it/canton-vaud-da-vedere 

Blog Tour / Live Tweeting: Our mascot Svizzy 
actively participates in our sponsored trips by 
"talk about" its experiences during the travel and 
using the appropriate description language, on 
both the web and main social channels.  
E.g. www.svizzeramo.it/cube-365-una-notte-a- 
guardar-le-stelle 

http://www.svizzeramo.it/canton-vaud-da-vedere
http://www.svizzeramo.it/cube-365-una-notte-a-guardar-le-stelle


Hotel Data Sheet/ Restaurant Data Sheet: 
Publication fee for one data sheet describing the 
hotel showing its category / services / addresses 
/ web site + related photo gallery. This Data 
Sheet will be published on our homepage. 
E.g. www.svizzeramo.it/hotel-e-ristoranti-in-svizzera 

E-book: creation of e-books focused on topics 
chosen together with the costumer. 

Traditional Advertising: Banner insertion on 
our homepage and in the internal pages of our
blog-magazine and on our newsletter. 

http://www.svizzeramo.it/hotel-e-ristoranti-in-svizzera


#SVIZZERAMICI
These are some of our partners 



Blog-magazine on travelling in Switzerland 
Via Pericle, 5 - 20126 Milano, Italia 

www.svizzeramo.it - info@svizzeramo.it 

http://www.svizzeramo.it/

